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SEED plug-in for Metabolic
Modeling in Cytoscape
Prof. Matt DeJongh, Benjamin Bockstege, Nicholas Hazekamp, Travis McGeehan
Hope College, Holland, Michigan
Background
The goal of our research this summer is to develop a plug-in for 
Cytoscape that will be used in tandem with the Model SEED 
Viewer to help biologists better understand and visualize the 
metabolic pathways of bacteria. The Model SEED is an online 
resource (http://www.theseed.org/models) that provides biologists 
with a static but very detailed view of the metabolic model and 
which uses the KEGG (http://www.genome.jp/kegg) metabolic 
pathway maps as its way of visualizing the model. The Model 
SEED Viewer, while definitely a useful tool for anyone studying 
metabolic pathways, does not implement the ability to edit the 
metabolic pathway maps – in particular, adding, removing, and 
moving reaction and compound nodes. Additionally, we want to 
fully integrate the plug-in with the Model SEED, including the 
ability to link back to the Model SEED via hyperlinks and laying
out the model’s maps as they are seen in the Model SEED 
viewer so the user may easily recognize them and quickly find 
what they are looking for. To get the KEGG representation of 
these maps, we use the newly released KGML reader for 
Cytoscape to read in the positions of each node and edge of the 
map. Another priority has been to limit the amount of information 
displayed to the user to just those compounds and reactions 
represented in the current organism’s metabolic model. Lastly, 
we have worked to implement a large variety of features aimed 
at improving the plug-in’s user friendliness, such as updating 
models as they are modified on the Model SEED server, loading 
and saving of user-defined metabolic pathway map layouts, and 
the application of one model’s map layout onto another.
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Look and User Friendliness Division of Maps
When loading a metabolic model from the Model SEED, we divide 
the reaction network into sub-networks that correspond to KEGG 
maps. In addition, we create several sub-networks to store transport 
compounds and reactions, the biomass reactions and their associated 
compounds, and an overview  network. Each of the KEGG networks 
also contains nodes that link to other KEGG networks connected with the 
current one, therefore allowing simple and easy movement through the 
organism's metabolic pathways.  Each of these networks is laid out using 
the KGML reader for Cytoscape.
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This picture 
shows each of the 
networks in the 
Mycoplasma
genitalium model 
as they are 
presented at start-
up
Maps that are not 
in the Model 
SEED Viewer are 
still displayed, 
but the layout 
they use is 
instead a 
hierarchical 
layout which is 
more easily read 
and understood 




Enhancing the presentation and user 
friendliness of the Seed Plug-in was a 
significant part of our project. Most 
importantly, we changed colors and shapes 
to give compounds and reactions their own 
unique appearance and included a legend. 
Work was also done to show reaction 
directionality based off the flux of each 
reaction in order to visualize the flow of 
metabolic pathways with a series of arrows. 
Additionally, we now allow users to easily 
find maps by looking them up in an 
alphabetical table with which users can 
choose to go directly to that map or to 
remove it entirely from the model. Users 
can also create their own networks and 
move and copy reactions into any map in 
the model, including these new maps they 
create. In addition, users can update their 
model to the latest version from the server 
and save changes they have made to a file 
and load them back into their model at a 
later time.
Example of static KEGG map view in Model SEED 
Viewer. Colored boxes indicate presence of gene encoding 
an enzyme. Black border indicates flux during biomass 
production.
